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"Designing and Mischievous
Individuals": The Cruzate Grants and
the Office of the Surveyor General
SANDRA K. MA THEWS-LAMB

Scholars such as Myra Ellen Jenkins, G. Emlen Hall, Ward Alan Minge,
and Victor Westphall have mentioned the spurious Cruzate grants without explaining their origins. 1 Perhaps these writers chose to avoid discussing the origin of the grants because their history is so intertwined
.with New Mexico's history, culture, and politics that a quick answer
could not be found. While most scholars have agreed that the Cruzate
grants are fakes, a position I maintain in this essay, I will explain their
appearance in New Mexico as land title documents for the pueblos. Much
mystery surrounds the documents, as those familiar with New Mexico's
land grants surely know, but I will begin to untangle the intrigue which
surrounded these documents from their appearance in the 1840s until
the present.
In the 1890s, Court of Private Land Claims expert William M. Tipton
declared the Cruzate grants fraudulent for many reasons, most of which
prove valid. First, he claimed that the Cruzate grant for Laguna Pueblo
was written ten years before the pueblo was founded. 2 Second, Tipton
argued that the language found in the Laguna Pueblo grant could be
found verbatim in the Ojeada sabre Nuevo Mexico, written by Antonio
Barreiro in 1832. The Laguna grant's countersigner, Pedro Ladr6n de
Guitarra, never existed. Although declared fraudulent in the 1890s, the
United States Congress confirmed them as valid titles in the 1850s at the
urging of New Mexico's Surveyor General William Pelham. This essay
will explain how the United States Office of the Surveyor General dealt
with the Cruzate grants and their impact on pueblo land holdings.
Sandra K. Mathews-Lamb, a visiting assistant professor at Nebraska Wesleyan
University in Lincoln, is completing her dissertation, "The Nineteenth-Century
Cruzate Grants: Pueblos, Peddlers, and the Great Confidence Scam."
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The Cruzate grants were named for Domingo Jironza Petris de
Cruzate, New Mexico's two-term governor between 1683 and 1686, and
from 1689 to 1691. 3 Born around 1650 in the Spanish province of Huesca,
Cruzate came to New Spain in 1680. Viceroy don Payo de Rivera Enriques
appointed Cruzate alcaldia mayor, an office he held until 1682. 4 Once
appointed governor in 1683, Cruzate had to face the ramifications of the
Pueblo Revolt. After expulsion from New Mexico by a rebellion of Pueblo
Indians and several nomadic Indian confederates, colonists huddled in
and around several ramshackle villages along the Rio Grande near
present-day El Paso. Exiled from New Mexico, Cruzate's subjects lacked
sufficient shelter, food, and even clothing. Determined to gain another
gubernatorial term, Cruzate led an expedition into New Mexico's heartland in 1689, sacking Zia Pueblo to prove that he could restore the lost
province. After this battle, which left Zia "devastated and burned,"
Cruzate reported more than 600 defenders dead. 5 Cruzate returned to El
Paso with more than seventy captives, among them Bartolome de Ojeda
(Zia Pueblo), a figure who would playa prominent role in the future
history of the Cruzate grants.
Records of the Cruzate grants in New Mexico first appeared during
the nineteenth century. One to two pages in length, the Cruzate grants
contain identical wording on each document throughout the first paragraph. Purportedly, they were drawn up in Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe
del Paso del Rio del Norte in September 1689 by "don Domingo Jironza
Petros [sic] de Cruzate, Governor and Captain General of the Province of
New Mexico," who took testimony from the apostate Bartolome de Ojeda,
a Zia War Captain, captured in 1689. The documents detailed Ojeda's
fierceness in battle, his wounding and capture by the Spaniards, and his
testimony before Governor Cruzate that he was literate in Spanish. 6
Governor Cruzate asked Ojeda whether each pueblo would revolt
again if the Spaniards returned, and Ojeda responded no. When asked
whether Jemez Pueblo would revolt, Ojeda replied that "they were very
much intimidated, and although they were concerned with those of Zuni
in what had occurred in the year previous he judged it would be impossible."7 The closing section of each pueblo titled described their boundaries. 8 Cruzate granted these lands presumably to provide legal ownership
for the Pueblo Indians.';
Ojeda's testimony illustrated that he had intimate knowledge of New
Mexico during the Pueblo Revolt (1680-92). Serving as war captain in
battle against the Spaniards, Ojeda probably associated with other pueblo
war captains who probably had specific information about their respective pueblo boundaries. Ojeda explained these boundaries to Cruzate in
1689. 10
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Although Cruzate possessed the authority to grant land to the Pueblo
Indians, numerous provisions already existed in Spanish law to guarantee land be set aside for Indian communities, and thus respected. The
Recopilaci6n de leyes de las Indias specified that al1 pueblos should
have "ample water, lands, woodlands, access routes, and farmlands and
an ejido [commons] one league long where the Indians can have their
livestock without having them intermingle with others belonging to Spaniards." Spanish law clearly promoted the protection ofIndian land from
Spanish encroachment. Another law provided that cattle ranches could
not be within one league of existing Indian communities, no sheep
ranches within a half-league. Without the Cruzate grants, Spanish law
protected Pueblo Indian boundaries. I I
In order to comprehend the Cruzate documents' impact on Pueblo
land holdings, however, it is necessary to review events which unfolded
after the United States signed the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848.
Since 1848, the United States adjudicated land holdings in New Mexico,
but remained unfamiliar with Spanish law. When New Mexico became a
territory in 1850, it became apparent, possibly through James S. Calhoun's
reports, that the land grant ownership issue must be settled. 12 Calhoun
sought government protection for Pueblo lands. He wrote, "the Pueblo
Indians, it [is] believed are entitled to the early, and especial consideration of the government of the United States. They are the only tribe in
perfect amity with the government, and are an industrious, agricultural,
and pastoral people, living principal1y in villages."13
To understand who owned what in New Mexico, the Department of
the Interior created New Mexico's Office of the Surveyor General in 1854
with specific instructions for its first surveyor, William Pelham. When
Pelham set up shop in Santa Fe on 28 December 1854, he was ill prepared
to understand, or even anticipate, the chal1enges that lay in front of him.
The Secretary of the Interior instructed Pelham to "make a report in
regard to al1 pueblos existing in the territory, showing the extent and
locality of each, stating the number of inhabitants in the said pueblos
respectively, and the nature of their titles to the land." 14 Pelham knew
that he was embarking upon an incredible task. What he may not have
known or understood was the effect that some of New Mexico's "designing and mischievous individuals" would have upon his job and his
subsequent place in history.
Pelham's multifaceted job involved col1ecting land titles, ruling on
their authenticity, and sending the documents to Washington, D.C. for
congr~_~s~onal confirmation. If confirmed, a grant would be surveyed
and patented by the United States government. To this end, Pelham's
instructions stated that he should "col1ect data from the records and
other authentic sources, relative to these Pueblos, so that you wil1 enable Congress to understand the matter ful1y, and legislate in such a
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manner as will do justice to all concerned."15 Indeed, Pelham commenced
upon a monumental task, but one which he undertook with great consideration. Carrying out these orders turned out to be much more complex,
confusing, and controversial than anyone could have imagined.
Pelham's early tasks included the approval or rejection of land titles'
validity. Although Pelham did not speak Spanish, he still attempted to
make sense of the grants and other existing archival records with the
assistance of the former secretary of the Mexican territory, Donaciano
Vigil, and Pelham's own secretary, David V. Whiting, both of whom spoke
Spanish. Whiting recorded the documents and proofed them for validity
or irregularities before turning them over to Pelham for approval. Pelham
not only trusted Whiting, but he may have placed too much responsibility on Whiting's understanding of Spanish laws. Pelham had no choice;
his office was underfunded, understaffed, and deluged with community
and individual land grants requiring action. 16
From the outset, Pelham possessed genuine concern for the welfare
of the Pueblo Indians and the problem of encroachment upon their lands.
In his report to the commissioner ofthe General Land Office dated September 1856, he stated that "the Pueblo Indians are constantly encroached upon by Mexican Citizens, and in many instances the Indians
are despoiled of their best lands." He urged Congress to confirm the
pueblo claims "as speedily as possible and that an appropriation be
made to survey their lands in order that their boundaries may be permanently fixed." Pelham decried encroachment and despoliation of Pueblo
Indian claims, stressing the need for rapid congressional approval of
Pueblo Indian land grants. From survey notes dated 1859 and the early
1860s, the only deputy surveyor who recorded Mexicans on pueblo lands
was John W. Garretson. Garretson's awareness of encroachment resulted
from his regular surveying of pueblo boundaries along the meanderings
of the Rio Grande. Pelham instructed deputy surveyors to talk to the
Pueblo Indians who accompanied the surveying crew regarding land
encroachment instead of actually traversing interior sections of the
grant. 17
The commissioner clearly directed deputy surveyors to take testimony and assess the grant's relationship to surrounding land. According to these instructions, a witness or representative from the pueblo or
community grant had to accompany surveying crews recording their
borders, yet Garretson personally observed encroachment on pueblo
interiors. Garretson's reports, while irregular, gave Pelham ammunition
to assist in protecting pueblo lands. During the course of his numerous
survey contracts, Garretson reported key pieces of information about
encroachment on pueblo lands. At Pojoaque Pueblo, Garretson recorded
that "Mexicans" occupied 90 percent of the 2, 100 acres of tillable land. IS
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At Picuris Pueblo, "Mexicans" occupied most of the land. Garretson
described the pueblo's twelve "dilapidated houses besides the church
& the indians have the appearance of poverty the sure consequence of
idleness and improvidence." One must wonder if the "idleness and improvidence" that Garretson wrote about directly resulted from Hispanics' occupation of the richest and most productive lands at the pueblo. 19
San Juan Pueblo also hosted non-Pueblo Indians on their land.
Garretson recorded nearly 100 homes on the pueblo not belonging to
Pueblo Indians. At Tesuque Pueblo, Garretson said "Mexicans" occupied fields that measured 100 chains wide within the pueblo's boundaries. Since only about 200 acres of tillable land existed at Tesuque,
according to Garretson, incredible tension between Pueblo Indians and
"Mexicans" resulted. 20
Since encroachment began before 1848, Pelham's need for understanding Spanish legal traditions and customary laws became more pronounced. Information about rulings by former governors and alcaldes
on land cases had to be gleaned from archival sources, and Pelham attempted to acquire the necessary documents from various archives. He
asked Governor David Meriwether for archives related to land grants.
Meriwether could not provide the documents due to the "immense
amount of labor and a heavy expenditure" of separating out those documents from the huge collection of papers in the public archives. Perhaps
Pelham did not want to be forced to rule on land grants from a purely
codified perspective. 21
Unable to secure documents from New Mexico's archives, Pelham
looked elsewhere for assistance, but ran into other obstacles. Learning
that many land documents were held in county seat archives throughout
New Mexico and in EI Paso, Pelham discovered that the transfer of documents and books required a fee. Since Congress denied Pelham's requests to purchase items as meager as stationery, Pelham had little chance
of acquiring desperately-needed documents or lawbooks from archives
in other counties or territories. Knowing that he faced exceedingly difficult odds in procuring lawbooks, documents, or funds to support a
knowledgeable staff, Pelham continued to request assistance from the
commissioner. 22
Pelham also perceived a lack of security for titles and other documents. In a letter to Commissioner Thomas A. Hendricks, Pelham argued
that while his building was "the very best and safest which is in the
whole City of Santa Fe," he described how thieves could scale the wall,
let themselves down from the roofs of adjoining houses, or dig through
the walls to gain access into the archives. Pelham himself slept in one
room of his office, while the porter, a "careful and prudent young man,"
slept in the room housing land titles and field notes. Pelham still worried
about the archives, so he acquired a large watch dog "for the purpose of
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San Juan Pueblo Survey showing meanderings of the Rio Grande and Rio Chama
by John W. Garretson. Pueblo Grants, Bureau of Land Management, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

keeping the thieves out of the back yard." Pelham described the expenses he had incurred in keeping the dog and requested an allotment
for the dog's care. After all, he argued, it was not for his own benefit,
"but for the preservation of the public property." Hendricks sharply
replied, "Your [Pelham's] proposition to maintain a watch dog for guarding the record of your office, at the public expense, is inadmissible." Yet
Pelham believed that a mere thirty-five cents per year remained a small
price to pay for the archives' safety,23
Who might steal the documents? Although Pelham did not elaborate, one might guess that some of the same powerful interests that
already produced questionable documents might be behind such a deception. In a May 1856 letter, Pelham questioned his superior about
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fraudulent title papers and repeated his growing need for staff. Writing
to Commissioner Hendricks, Pelham asked if someone delivered an important land claim to him, and he believed the documents to be fraudulent, would he have the commissioner's permission to seek out an expert?
Pelham knew of someone in El Paso who "was well acquainted with the
signatures of the Officers who executed the title papers." Pelham hoped
the commissioner would allow this expert to provide "conclusive proof'
of a document's validity. Since the commissioner previously instructed
him to investigate carefully all claims perceived as fraudulent, and since
Pelham lacked the necessary expertise, he hoped to receive permission
to use an expert. In Pelham's official correspondence, however, he never
wrote to anyone in El Paso for assistance with fraudulent documents. 24
Issues such as lack of funds and staff, limited access to archives,
lax security, encroachment upon pueblo lands, and the existence of
fraudulent land records caused Pelham to become more adamant in his
desire to protect pueblo lands. Despite Pelham's sense of urgency in
acquiring Pueblo Indian grants, not all pueblo titles quickly found their
way to Santa Fe. By September 1856, the only pueblos testifying that
they had Spanish land grants included Taos, Santa Clara, Tesuque, San
I1defonso, and Pojoaque. Pelham wrote to New Mexico's superintendent
of Indian Affairs, James L. Collins, that the title deeds to "the Pueblos
Zuf'l.i, Laguna, Santa Clara and the Moqui Pueblos still remain to be filed,
and it is important that they be filed and acted upon by this office in time
for this transmission to Washington, to be laid before Congress at its
next session."25 Pueblo documents, however, were slow in coming. In
May 1856, Pelham reported to Commissioner Hendricks that "designing
and mischievous individuals" attempted to "impress this simple minded
though worthy people" that the United States government collected
pueblo titles in order to destroy the Pueblo Indians' proof of title. As a
result, Pelham argued, the Pueblo Indians refused to give up their Spanish land grant titles. They also feared sending their grants to Washington, D.C. for congressional confirmation. Although Hendricks instructed
Pelham to forward all original titles to Washington, D.C., Pelham tried to
convince the commissioner to allow him to send certified copies instead.
If the commissioner allowed this change of protocol, Pelham argued, the
Pueblo Indians would be able to come into his office to view their titles;
thereby reassuring the Pueblo Indians that the documents remained safe
and secure. With this solution posed, Pelham hoped to satisfy both the
needs of the government, as well as appease the nervous Pueblo Indians. The names and identities of these "designing and mischievous individuals" may never be known, but records illustrate that they tried
their best to discourage Pueblo Indians from bringing documents to the
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Pojoaque Pueblo Survey by John W. Garretson. Pueblo Grants, Bureau of Land
Management, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

surveyor general. The distrust of the federal government promoted by
these individuals made the surveyor general's job nearly impossible.
Both New Mexico Pueblo Indian Agent A.G. Mayers and Pelham attempted to rectify this problem. 26
By September 1856, Pelham reported that since he arrived in Santa
Fe thirteen Pueblo Indian land claims had been examined and approved
by his office and transmitted to Washington, D.C., including the pueblos of Acoma, Cochiti, Jemez, Pecos, Picuris, Pojoaque, San Felipe, San
Ildefonso, San Juan, Santa Clara, Santo Domingo, Taos, and Tesuque.
Pelham reported that "the Pueblos of Taos, Santa Clara, Tesuque, San
Ildefonso and Pojoaque have been deprived of, and have lost the origi-
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nal title deeds to their lands, and testimony had been taken by this
Office, to show that the titled deeds to their lands were in existence, and
their loss partially accounted for."27 Pueblos without paper title to their
land testified that they previously had a grant document. Testimony
taken by Pelham indicated that many of their claims were based on a
Cruzate grant dated at the end of the seventeenth century. But several
pueblo land grants remained "lost."
In order to speed the process of retrieving and confirming pueblo
grants, Pelham relied heavily on agent Mayers to assist him in collecting
pueblo grants. Pelham not only requested that Mayers collect title documents from the pueblos, but that he complete a census form for each
pueblo he visited. Pelham explained to Mayers that the congressional
act establishing the office of surveyor general in New Mexico required
him to utilize "every means to procure information and testimony relative to all land titles in this Territory." The task proved difficult. Pelham
requested that Mayers bring "every species of data" which would expedite "the settlement [of] Indian titles to land." Pelham reiterated the
importance of validating Pueblo Indian land grants, and as Indian agent
Mayers became one of the most "authentic sources" for the surveyor
general's office. 28
Mayers attempted to carry out the difficult task Pelham required. In
his many letters to Pelham, Mayers reported his attempts to collect document concerning encroachment on pueblo land. In September 1856,
Mayers reported that the pueblos promised to hand in their grant documents soon, and he assured Pelham that he would do his best to furnish
a majority of pueblo titles to Pelham within a month. 29
Mayers ran into stumbling blocks from this point forward.
Non-pueblo people tried to convince Pueblo Indians not to turn in their
land grants. Hoping to convince the pueblos otherwise, Mayers tried to
speak personally with pueblo leaders, but was blocked at every turn. He
complained to Pelham that "the Gov & superintendent has refused me
permission to visit the Pueblos as [sic] their homes." Complaining further about "the limited means of performing my duty, as I have to await
the tardy process ofthe Indians. I find that some of them even Refuse to
give in their deeds or tittles [sic] to lands-fearing that this object of the
Government is to take their lands from them."30 Without being able to'
visit the pueblos individually, Mayers found it impossible to convince
the Pueblo Indians that it was not the aim of the United States government to steal their land, but to protect it.
.
The Pueblo Indians had another reason for not giving up their titles.
On 10 October 1855, a contingent of Sandia Pueblo Indians visited
Mayers, informing him that "Papers Belonging to them have long since
been deposited with the secretary of New Mexico." Although the Pueblo
Indians believed that their land grants were in Santa Fe's archives, they
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were not. Mayers realized how important personal contact with the pueblos was and continued pressing the governor to allow him to visit the
pueblos. Finally in June 1856 Mayers received instructions from Governor Meriwether to visit the pueblos of San Ildefonso, Nambe, Pojoaque,
Tesuque, and Santa Clara. 3 \
That same year curious information surfaced regarding some pueblo
grants. In a letter written to Mayers on 21 June 1856, Pelham reported
that former Governor Donaciano Vigil informed him that "certain Pueblo
grants are in the possession of a Mexican residing in the town of Socorro
in this Territory." Vigil explained that further information could be "obtained from an Indian of the Pueblo of Santo Domingo, named Juan
Esteban, who states that the grants of Santo Domingo, Sandia and Jemez
were obtained from the same person." Pelham urged Mayers to investigate and bring all pueblo grant documents to Pelham immediately.32
While some Hispanos urged Pueblo Indians not to turn in documents, others tried to confuse the issue of land grants by selling titles
to them. Donaciano Vigil informed Pelham that the pueblos of Santo
Domingo, Sandia, Jemez, Laguna, and Acoma received their grants from
a Mexican man in Socorro. Perhaps Vigil learned of the grants from a
court case in Socorro that had been in progress for approximately two
years. Vigil's information likely came from Juan Esteban (Santo Domingo
Pueblo) or someone involved in the Socorro case.
Never mentioned by contemporary sources before 1854, the Cruzate
grants became the subject of the case The Pueblo of Acoma v. Vicente
Avilucea, Ramon Sanchez, and Victor de la 0 (1854). In these proceedings, Acoma Pueblo's Governor Juan Jon Lovato charged the defendants with attempting to sell the pueblo a land grant document dated to
the late seventeenth century. Acoma claimed the document had been
stolen from the territorial archives in Santa Fe. Defendant Victor de la 0
claimed that the Acoma grant had been part of his father's library collection in Chihuahua, Mexico, and that it had been willed to him by his
father in 1810. When de la O's wife came to New Mexico in 1836, she
brought the documents with her. Pelham's correspondence indicated that
the three defendants sold Cruzate grants to the pueblos of Santo
Domingo, Sandia, and Jemez. Although not specifically referred to as
. "the Cruzate grants," the only grants that can be traced to the Socorro
defendants were in fact the Cruzate grants. 33
Originally filed in Socorro County on 26 August 1854, the case
reached the New Mexico Supreme Court for a final decision in 1857. In
court documents, witnesses revealed information that sheds insight on
the origins of the Cruzate grants. Born in the state of Chihuahua, Victor
de la 0 claimed he could not read or write. He was the "only child of his
father whose name was Gregorio de la 0 who died in the year 1810 near
Corralitos in the State of Chihuahua at the age of sixty-two years of
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age." His father was "a lieutenant in the draggons [sic] then in the service of the King of Spain, that he was a man of education and reading
and possessed of many books and papers at his death which have been
sold and squandered by this defendant who can neither read nor write in
his ignorance of their native value." De la 0 testified that his father, who
had died near the mining town of Corralitos, possessed the documents
at the time of his death, but de la 0 did not know when nor how his father
acquired them. He assumed that his father "came honestly by them as
waifs floating unclaimed on the boisterous ocean of some of the revolutions in his day." Nevertheless, upon his father's death, the documents
transferred to the ownership of his son, Victor. De la 0 testified that he
left Chihuahua for New Mexico in 1833. In 1836, his wife joined him,
bringing the Acoma grant and other papers with her. Since her arrival, de
la 0 testified, the documents remained in his possession. 34
The first person besides de la 0 and his wife who allegedly saw
these documents was Vicente Avilucea. On 6 November 1854, Avilucea
testified in the United States District Court that "a paper or document
... marked exhibit A [Pueblo of Acoma grant] came into his possession
in the year 1849 and he received said paper with others from the said
Victor de La 0." The identity of the other papers remains a mystery,
however, one might conjecture that they included other Cruzate grants
which he sold to other interested parties. Since de la 0 claimed he could
not read nor write, he employed Avilucea to determine the value of the
various documents he possessed. Avilucea assisted de la 0 in his "business negotiations" regarding the documents, specifically, to write and
read communications necessary for their sale. Avilucea reiterated that
he had no right nor title nor claim to the documents, "except as agent of
said Victor De la O.... This defendantdenies all fraud and combination
in said Petition charged against him." Avilucea claimed no interest in the
documents and denied that they were fraudulent. Corroborating de la
O's story, Avilucea reiterated that de la 0 was illiterate; yet, presiding
Justice Kirby Benedict was not convinced. Justice Benedict repeated de
la O's claim that his father, a Spanish military officer, was a man of education and reading. This "cultivated man" collected books and documents throughout his lifetime. Benedict failed to understand how such a
learned man would allow his son to be "so cruelly neglected, orphaned,
and not taught to read and write."35
Justice Benedict later stated that "This court adheres, as it must, to
the rule, that when a cause is set down for hearing upon Bill [a complaint], answer and exhibits, the answer is to be taken as true." Had
Benedict been able to question de la 0 further about holes in his testimony, about his father and de la O's alleged illiteracy, he would have.
Benedict's decision indicated his disbelief in much of de la O's testimony.36
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The last defendant, Jose Ramon Sanches, played a relatively minor
role in this affair. Sanches was "employed by the other defendants to
take a letter to the Pueblo of Acoma concerning a trade or contract which
was alledged [sic] to have been made between said Pueblo and the said
defendant Victor De la 0." Sanches testified that this encompassed the
entirety of his connection with the documents. While de la O's testimony clearly stated that his wife brought the documents from Mexico in
1836, Acoma's Governor Lovato argued that the land grant came from
the "King of Spain or his vice Roy [sic] many years since and the tittles
[sic] thereto made out in due form and deposited in the archives at Santa
Fe." Lovato claimed that somehow the three defendants came into the
possession of the documents which rightfully belonged to the pueblo
and "should either be surrendered and delivered up to the same or be
deposited in the secretary's office of said Territory for the use and benefit and protection and security of the right and lands of said Pueblo. "37
Acoma deposited its title in Santa Fe's archives years before, Governor Lovato believed, which explained why the pueblo did not have the
documents. According to surveys ofthe Santa Fe archives, however, no
Acoma land grants ever surfaced. De la 0 himself testified that no one
had deposited Cruzate grants in the Santa Fe archives, "or their existence would have been known to some one and the manner in which they
were taken away or lost out of said Archives would be accounted for."
As a relative newcomer to New Mexico, presumably illiterate and without any legal background or any knowledge of New Mexico's history, de
la 0 could not have been privy to Santa Fe's archival holdings. His only
"connection" with the Santa Fe archives occurred between 1836 and
1850, when he sold Laguna Pueblo's grant to Governor Manuel Armijo.38
Armijo obviously understood New Mexico's land grant difficulties well,
for during his two governorships (1827-29, and 1837-44), he issued
nearly one-half of all lands granted in New Mexico. 39 Armijo probably
knew from talking with Vigil, his territorial secretary, that no Cruzate
grant documents existed in the archives and might have mentioned this
fact to de la 0 at the point of sale.
Justice Benedict found it difficult to fathom how an illiterate man
could know enough about. Spanish and Mexican customary laws to know
that the Cruzate documents would be deposited in EI Paso. Benedict
asked how de la 0 could "account for the manner it [Acoma grant] was
taken away, or lost, from among those Archives? How did it escape from
there and become a "'waif unclaimed'? [sic] How, and when did, it desert
its secure abode, among the archives of EI Paso, and separated from its
companions upon the shelf, wander like a bird, from the arik of her safety,
to be found lost & floating, upon the revolutionary ocean, which the
imagination of the defendant, has pictured in his answer?" Benedict's
questions would not find solace in the Socorro County District Court,
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nor New Mexico's Supreme Court, where he rendered his decision in
1857. Yet he desired to know how such documents arrived to be "finally
rescued by his [Gregorio de la O's] illiterate son, as a profitable article of
trafic [sic] in his Pueblo Document market, in New Mexico." Kirby
Benedict insinuated that de la 0 lied, but de la O's character was not on
trial. Benedict seriously questioned whether the documents were in
Gregorio de la O's possession, whether Victor de la O's wife brought
them to New Mexico in 1836, and whether the documents were held in
the El Paso archives. 40
In defending his attempted sale of the document to Acoma Pueblo,
de la 0 argued that had the document been in the Santa Fe archives, it
would have been so noted and someone would have noticed its disappearance. De la 0 argued instead that the Acoma document probably
came from the El Paso archives (which he believed to be outside the New
Mexico Territorial Court's jurisdiction), yet he had no answer as to how
the documents came into his father's hands. De la 0 failed to explain
how the documents came into his father's hands, how they disappeared
from the El Paso archives (if indeed they ever were there), how their
value became known to him, and why his wife allegedly brought them
with her to New Mexico. If de la 0 had to have them appraised, why
would his wife have chosen these documents specifically, and not books
or other documents? According to de la 0, the land grant documents
would ~e deposited in the archives of the place where they were executed-in this case, El Paso, "a place now and always heretofore without the limits of the United States, and the jurisdiction of this court."
Although presumably illiterate, de la 0 understood enough Spanish law
to know that "the originals of all public documents and papers, remained
in the archives of the place of their execution." Justice Benedict himself
indicated that it was difficult to believe that the son of a lieutenant in
the Spanish dragoons with a large library would have left no provisions
for his son to be educated-especially ifhe willed all of these books and
documents to his son. Nevertheless, Benedict ruled that Acoma Pueblo
should not have to purchase something that was rightfully theirs. But
de la 0 possessed other Pueblo documents as well. 41
As Pelham reported, Sandia, Jemez, and Santo Domingo Pueblos all
purchased land grants from the same Socorro man, confirming suspicions that Sandia Pueblo had a Cruzate grant as early as the l850s.
When Sandia turned in its land title, however, Pueblo Indian leaders
cited a 1748 grant instead. This grant resulted after their return from
Hopi Pueblo, where they remained during the Pueblo Revolt. Perhaps
the leaders at Sandia understood that their 1748 grant had a better chance
of being accepted by Congress than a document purchased from a dealer
in Socorro. 42
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Pueblo Indians continued to receive confusing messages from various groups. While the United States government promised to protect
pueblo land, unscrupulous dealers sought to sell them titles and
Hispanos told them not to turn in their documents or the government
would steal their land. Hoping to resolve the Socorro issue for other
pueblos, Pelham and Mayers demanded that the rest of the pueblo title
documents in the possession of non-Pueblo Indians be immediately returned to the proper pueblos. But the case had to run its course, and
Pelham's attempt to have the other Pueblo Indian grants returned to the
pueblos did not alleviate Indian anxieties. Pueblos still balked at turning
in grant documents in their possession. Pelham continued to complain
to Commissioner Hendricks of the difficulties he had collecting pueblo
land documents. Hendricks wrote:
The people of the Territory are informed (in many cases by designing persons) that the decisions of this office on their claims
makes them no more secure than they are lit present: that it will
occasion them great amount of unnecessary labor and in many
cases expenses in paying ... witnesses which may be required
in the investigation of claims before this office [torn] therefore
very few have responded to the notice requesting them to present
"their claims."43
These words probably provided little assurance to Pelham. No resolution found its way from the General Land Office to him in New Mexico,
and the situation of document collection continued to deteriorate. In
defense of the Pueblo Indians, Pelham reminded Commissioner Hendricks
that the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo promised the "right of property."
The government had no right to "compel any citizen to produce his title
papers and testimony to his property." Pelham firmly believed that, according to this treaty, the Pueblo Indians had every right to keep their
documents and land, for they understood that the treaty was a "sacred
instrument and the highest law of the land, which must remain inviolable." Pelham believed that he could not rightfully collect their documents without breaking the treaty. Pelham knew that in order to gain the
pueblos' trust he had to firmly support their case by invoking the treaty
as a way to supercede the commissioner's instructions. He hoped to
convince the commissioner that the United States government had no
right to separate pueblos from their titles. But Commissioner Hendricks
denied Pelham's request to keep the original titles in Santa Fe while
forwarding only copies of the titles to Washington, D.C. for congressional confirmation. Hendricks reminded Pelham that in the original
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instructions to New Mexico's Office of the Surveyor General all "the
original title papers are required to be presented to and filed with the
Surveyor General, in whose office it was and is intended they shall be
carefully retained and preserved. "44
The United States government dealt awkwardly with Spanish land
grants for Pueblo Indians. During the Spanish period, grantees maintained possession of their title documents, passing them on to heirs or
selling them with the property to a new owner. The American system
demanded that all land records be centrally located in the territorial
government's archives. Yet it seemed to Mayers that the Pueblo people
were not being given proper consideration for their property.
New Mexico's Pueblo Indian agent, as well as the surveyor general,
pitted themselves against their employer, the federal government, in the
hope of reaching an equitable compromise with the Pueblo Indians. But
the United States would not acquiesce. Pueblos' suspicions that the
surveyor general would not return grant documents were well-founded.
Yet Surveyor General Pelham expressed great interest in seeing that the
pueblo titles were accepted as valid in short order. By 1857, just three
short years after Pelham's arrival in Santa Fe, Congress had confirmed
almost all pueblo land titles. 45
In just over a generation, however, the pueblo land grants, which
William Pelham so carefully maneuvered through his office and for which
he achieved congressional approval, would suffer the greatest blow.
They were thrown out as forgeries by the Court of Private Land Claims
in 1891 with the encouragement of land claims expert William M. Tipton.
All of Pelham's diligent work was for naught. Perhaps the "designing
and mischievous individuals" were right all along: the United States had
no intentions of returning Pueblo Indian land grant documents.
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of Pecos, 13.
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IS. Ibid.
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17. Pelham to Thomas A. Hendricks, 30 September 1856; Land Grant Records,
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Vigil previously stated that the following pueblos purchased their grants: Sandia,
Santo Domingo, and Jemez. He also testified that Tesuque, Nambe, Santa Clara, and
San I1defonso, although not having titles, had their lands customarily respected as
if they had grants.
28. Pelham to A.G. Mayers, 21 May 1856, Land Grant Records, roll 56, NMSRCA.
29. On 26 September 1855, Mayers reported to Pelham that only the pueblos of
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them to an Indian? If Armijo understood that documentation was key to preventing loss of land under the late Mexican system, and even more with the threat of
United States conquest, he knew that Pueblo Indians would pay dearly for documentation to protect their land. Although many New Mexico Hispanos and Pueblo
Indians probably believed that the United States would demand to see title papers,
some Pueblos were being convinced that if they turned in their documents, they
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35. Ibid. It is significant that Avilucea denied that the documents were fraudulent, for no one had yet suggested they were.
36. Ibid. Although some scholars have searched for it, none have yet located
Gregorio de la O's will.
37. Ibid.
----___
38. Ibid. Victor de la 0 was not specific about time regarding. the Laguna case.
39. David Weber wrote, "One historian has calculated that between 1837 and
1846 Armijo gave away over half of the 31,000,000 acres of lands granted by all
New Mexico officials under Spain and Mexico." The Mexican Frontier, 1821-1846:
The American Southwest Under Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1982), 190. Armijo would have been particularly interested in the Laguna
grant due to the location of his family's land holdings throughout the Rio Abajo.
Armijo's family owned land south of Belen and up to Tome and Albuquerque. See
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42. Could the leaders at Sandia Pueblo have known the Cruzate documents were
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Further research might uncover more information, but the full story may never be
known.
43. Hendricks to Hon. John M. Sandedge, 29 April 1858, box 1288-1, National
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44. Pelham to Hendricks, 30 May 1856, Land Grant Records, roll 56, NMSRCA.
Commissioner's emphasis. He also wrote: "I have to acknowledge the receipt of
your communication of the 27th May last, enclosing a letter to you from A.G.
Mayers, Esqu. Indian Agent for th'e Pueblos of New Mexico, upon the subject of a
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